
“Measurement and Contractors”
The principle aim of this article is to address the needs of contractors for measurement, 
initially at tender stage and then, once the contract has been secured, during the post-
contract stage. The focus for the article was that the current format and detail of tender 
and project information do not satisfy the requirements of the contractors and subcon-
tractors who are to do the work. Measurement is a major determinant of how much the 
contractor gets paid and is therefore fundamental to the success of contracting busi-
ness. The contractor measures at all stages of the tender and construction processes.

Measurement forms a significant element on the processes by which work is both 
obtained and valued in the construction industry. The tender, when accepted, forms the 
basis of the contract. If this basis turns out to be inaccurate then this usually results in 
claims being made and can lead to further costs being incurred by the employer.

Any business is about satisfying the needs of the customer at a profit. Disputes do not 
benefit the customer. The client will end up paying more in the event of disputes. With 
the non-traditional methods of procurement there is often an unrealistically short tender 
period allowed; not only because of the large amount of contractor/specialist design 
input required, but also because contractor/specialist quantification will also need to be 
undertaken at this stage in the process.

Large tender lists, intense competition and a “lowest price wins” client philosophy 
produce little or no opportunity for any margin on tenders. As a result, tenders are 
produced with an eye for opportunism and the need and the intent to continue this 
opportunism throughout the contract period in order to generate some ultimate positive 
margin on the job at completion.

There should be improvements to the backcloth against which measurement operates, 
including better client briefs, shorter tender lists and longer tender periods, which will 
allow simpler forms of BQ to be introduced.

At tender stage the estimator’s effort, is aimed at the wrong target. Instead of trying to 
predict the actual costs and resources needed for the project, energy should be 
directed at predicting a “winning cost” and evaluating the risks which are associated 
with doing so. A ball-park figure for any project can be arrived at fairly quickly from the 
drawings, specification, basic builders quantities and the estimators” intuition” built up; 
from years of experience, applying this to the peculiarities of each individual project. 
This intuition would include an assessment of factors such as scale, complexity, shape, 
buildability location and resource availability. Appropriate the risk analysis of each of 
these “intuitive” factors would be more valuable than measurement undertaken to the 
finest detail. This detailed measurement is perhaps better suited to the different man-
agement functions required at the post-contract stage; buying, planning, surveying and 
site management. If the tender was based on the risk analysis of an intuitive figure, sup-
ported by a minimum of quantity data, then the detailed measurement which is neces-
sary for the post contract functions would take place only once, performed by the suc-
cessful contractor, in the format and detail which that contractor requires. Tender adjudi-
cation is perhaps risk analysis applied to intuition, but under a different name.



The tendering specialist contractor needs only a set of drawings, a performance specifi-
cation and outline programme to arrive at a competitive price. The specialist contractor 
can produce pricing documentation based on how he would propose installing the works. 
He can add value by measuring cost sensitive areas, adopting areas of competitive 
advantage (such as prefabrication, off-site manufacture and modularisation) employing 
more competitive purchasing, reducing the labour unit cost by using off-site fabrication, 
and using computerised pricing systems.
Some of the main requirements of a BQ are that it should adequately describe and quan-
tify the works, require the minimum of the documents, and be cost sensitive. The existing 
method of measurement does not always allow the BQ to be sufficiently detailed in high 
cost areas. It not being possible to determine from the BQ alone the appropriate allow-
ance for cutting wastage with expensive proprietary sheet materials bought in standard 
sized sheets.

The QS would usually have taken off accurate dimensions and locations from the draw-
ings, and then amalgamated quantities to accord with the measurement rules for SMM 7. 
So information which could have been conveyed to the estimator in the BQ is lost. On the 
other hand this type of problem could be dealt with adequately through the application of 
risk analysis. The quantity surveyor’s taking off data could be provided on disk to the 
tendering contractors, from a CAD/CAM integrated system. Apparently this is just around 
the corner. One could be forgiven for thinking that this particular corner has sufficiently 
large radius that it always seems to be just about to be turned.

IT

Information technology is unlikely to replace the measurer because the actual time spent 
writing down dimensions is relatively small compared with the time spent researching 
information with design consultants and cross referencing information from drawings, 
manufacturers catalogues and specifications. The introduction of a standard method of 
measurement for bills prepared from CAD/CAM systems, to encourage standardisation 
of documentation.

A generation gap existed with regard to IT and that the potential of the computer was 
underestimated by many in the industry. Some users are ignorant of the features already 
available on their inaccuracy is not covered by some professional indemnity insurance 
policies. Therefore, IT needed more investment to benefit the industry. The system oper-
ates in accordance with its own quantification and pricing methods. It does not want to 
price a BQ prepared by others in accordance with an SMM. 

The industry needs companies which can complete by drawing on the talent and creativ-
ity of their employees, and not the strait-jacket approach encouraged by taking the lowest 
bid at tender as the sole criteria. This is a mistaken economy. Factors such as quality of 
service and programming can often reduce the overall contract period, and should not be 
overlooked.

BQs producing SMs coupled with a specification uniquely specifying materials and plant, 
has no value in today’s mechanical and electrical services industry.

DESIGN AND BUILD

But what about the rest of the industry? Do they need BQs? Do they need measurement?

The increase in computerisation of the measurement function, and the fall in the tradi-
tional method of procurement over recent years, bring a need to reconsider the useful



ness of BQs and methods of measuring. An SMM should be developed for the design 
and build contractor. The design and build contractor wants to keep the cost of measure-
ment down, by keeping measurement time periods to a minimum, while using simple 
methods of measurement which describe the works completely in a way that subcon-
tractors can understand what is required, but sufficient detail is needed to value design 
judgements.

The Estimator measuring for the design and build contractor could either develop his 
own method of measurement and amend the conditions of contract to suit; or alterna-
tively he could include extensive preambles in his invitation to tender to cover the 
unmeasured items. Either way there is a lack of standardisation.Subcontractors receiv-
ing documents from different contractors are unlikely to be able to use the same basis 
of pricing for the same contract. Tendering costs will rise, eventually forcing up prices.

MADE-TO-MEASURE METHODS

The time may have come for new method of measurement, focused on key trades 
(starting with groundworks, concrete and brickwork). The aim of the method should be 
to reduce the number of measurements necessary, to use standard terminology and to 
make maximum use of deemed-to-include provisions (such as composite items for drain 
runs and manholes).

The BQs should be prepared to satisfy the estimator’s needs. The SMM is produced for 
the needs of the producer rather than the customer. This he likened to running the health 
service to suit the needs of doctors and administrators rather than patients. There is a 
continued need for a detailed SMM. 

Some SMMs, perhaps one for CAD/CAM BQ systems and one for the design and build 
contractor, to increase the level of standardisation of documentation for estimators at 
this critical stage of the bid. These might, arguably, lead to a fall in tender preparation 
costs and eventually in prices of construction work. 

However, some believes that the traditional view of measurement being a stand-alone 
function, with the BQ as the ultimate and only goal, is quite wrong. Measurement and 
BQs (or their equivalents, such as work section and packages) are but tools in the 
process of costing and managing the construction work, and should fit the job in hand.

Whatever measurement is being undertaken for or on behalf of , contractors in the 
future; therefore, the call for the increased “trust and teamwork” identified by Sir Michael 
Latham for the UK construction industry is much more appropriate to the UAE construc-
tion industry today.
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